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No text content! OWNER'S MANUAL Vertical Jet Pumps 2875 0697ASB SSJ Series Installation/Operation/Parts For further operation, installation, or maintenance assistance: Call 1-888-782-7483293 WRIGHT STREET, DELAVAN, WI 53115 WWW.sta-rite.COM S724 (REV 01/14/13)PH: 888-782-7483© 2013 Pentair Ltd. All Rights Reserved.Safety 2 READ AND FOLLOW Electrical Safety SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS! Condenser voltage can be dangerous. It's a security alert symbol. When you see this To discharge the engine capacitor,
hold the insulated handlesymbol at your pump or in this guide, look for one of the BY THE HANDLE screwdriver and short capacitor following signal words and be alert to potential terminals together. Do not touch the metal screwdriver for injury: blades or condenser terminals. If in doubt, consult with qualified warnings about the dangers that can lead to serious injury, death or major property damage ifignored. General Safety warns of the dangers that serious motor failure can cause. Modern bodily injury, death or serious material damage if
the engines can operate at high temperatures. To avoid burns. When serving the pump, allow it to cool for 20 minutes after turning off before handling. warns of the dangers that will or may cause to minors bodily harm or property damage if ignored. Do not let the pump or any component of the system freeze. The warranty will be voided for this purpose. The NOTICE label contains specific instructions that are important but not dangerous. Pump only water with this pump. Read carefully and follow all safety instructions in this periodically
check the pump and system components.manual and at the pump. Wear goggles at any time when working at the pumps. Keep the safety labels in good condition. Keep the work area clean, uncluttered and properly lit; Replace missing or damaged safety labels. Store all unused tools and equipment. Make workshops children's; Use castles and master To keep visitors at a safe distance from work areas.switches; Remove the keys. The pump body can explode if used as aCalifornia Offer 65 Booster Pump Warning if the relief valve capable
of passing a full pump flow at 75 psi is installed. This product and related accessories contain chemicals known to the state of California that cause cancer, birth defects or other reproductive harm. WARNING Engine wire for the correct WARNING. See the section of Electric Al of this guide and Pressure! motor sign. Install a pressure valve in the discharge pipe. The ground engine before release all the pressure to connect to the power supply. before working on any component. Dangerous tension. Meet NationalCan Shock, Burn, or Electric
Code, Canadiancause Death. Electric al-code, and a local ground pump in front of the codes for all wiring.connecting to powersupply. Turn off the power Follow the wiring to work at the pump, instructions in this manual wiring or tank. When engine to power lines. Table 3S save you for purchase of the highest quality, plant pump test. Shared security
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13.14 Elimination The 15-excellentSTA-RITE warranty guarantees the original consumer (Buyer or You) of the products listed below that they will be free of defects in the material and manufacturing for the warranty period shown below. Product Guarantee PeriodWater Systems Products - jet pumps, small centrifugal pumps, depending on what happens in the first place: underwater pumps and related accessories 12 months from the date of the initial installation, or 18 months from the date of manufacturePro-Source™ Composite tanks 5
years from the date of the original installationPro-Source™ Steel Tanks pressure 5 years from the date of the original installationPro-Source™ Epoxy-Lined tanks 3 years from the date of the original installationSump/Sewage/Effluent Products 12 months from the date of the original installation, or 18 months from the date of manufactureSnies warranty will not apply to any product, that in our only judgment, was the subject of negligence, misuse, improper installation or improper maintenance. Without limiting the foregoing, the operation of the
three phase of the engine with one phase power through a phase converter will void the warranty. Note also that the three phases of the engines must be protected by a three-legged, ambient compensated, extra-fast travel overload relay of the recommended size or warranty is invalid. Your only remedy, and the sole duty of STA-RITE, is that STA-RITE repair or replace defective products (optional STA-RITE). You must pay all the work and transportation costs associated with this warranty and must request a warranty service through the
installation as soon as the problem is detected. The service request will not be accepted if it is received after the end of the warranty period. This guarantee is not transferable. STA-RITE IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY CONSISTENT, ACCIDENTAL OR CONDITIONAL DAMAGE AT ALL. THE ABOVE GUARANTEES ARE EXCLUSIVE AND INSTEAD OF ALL EXPRESS AND IMPLIED GUARANTEES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO IMPLIED GUARANTEES OF FONT AND SUITABILITY FOR A PARTICULAR TARGET. THE
ABOVE GUARANTEES SHOULD NOT GO BEYOND THE TIME LIMIT EXPRESSED IN THIS. Some states do not allow exceptions or restrictions on accidental or indirect damages or restrictions on the duration of the warranty, so the above restrictions or exceptions may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific legal rights and you can also have other rights that vary from state to state. This limited warranty is valid for June 1, 2011 and replaces all undated guarantees and guarantees dated until June 1, 2011. STA-RITE
INDUSTRIES 293 Wright Street - Delaware, WI USA 53115 Phone: 1-888-782-7483 - Fax: 1-800-426-9446 - website: sta-rite.comInstallation 4P before instPaumpll Your PumpGasket NOTICE: To perform the PumpApect pump correctly must be matched and edit. This pump is Addaepsteigr Fnlaendgefor wells from 25 feet to 130 feet deep from head to water. Sanitary Threadless - Long trails and many fittiTnhgresadilenscsrCeoaupsleingfriction and reduce the flow. LocateWell seals the pump connection as close to as well as possible: use
as few elbows and fittings as the Steel Pipe Nipple possible. Connection - Rest assured, well cleaned from sWSaaennllitdSl and will plug the pump and void the warranty.1 Plastic drive pipe - Protect the pump and all pipelines from freezing. Freezing will split the pipe, damage the pump and emptiness1t'hDerivewPaipreranty. Check locally to protect against frost requirements (usually the pipe should be 12 below the frost line and the pump should1-1/4 Plastic Suction TubesPecial 1-1/4 Plastic pipe be insulated). 1-1/4 PipeAdapter Suction.
(Supplied with eger) - Make sure all pipes and foot valves are clean and in good condition.1 Plastic tube adapter - Remove air pockets in the suction tube. Ejection Assembly - Make sure there are no leaks in the suction pipe. Use the PTFE tube sealant tape tape to seal The EejpecitporeAsjoseimnbtlsy. Unions are installed next to the pump and will help well in service. Leave room for wrenches. Foot Valve and Strainer Legs Valve - Strainer - Plug 1 drive port when installed on shallow well. A-OFFSET INSTALLATION IthMaPnOthRB-
eTOAVflENoRSwTTTEH:oEEYLuWoPtEuIPtLhrELrwISNoHSeuOTlgWAlhLNmLpAuTusIOmt Nbpe! able to replenish the water level faster PLASTIC PIPE SHOWN 474 0194Figure 1: Displacement Installation PIPING IN DEEP WELL See figures 1 and 2.Pump NOTICE: Deep well installations either one pipe (2 wells) or double pipes (4 and large wells). In a double pipe installation, a large Steamsket suction pipe and smaller pipe disk pipes (very deep wells mayAdapter Flange use suction and drive pipes of the same diameter). Without a
threaded plastic pipe is ideal for installing double pipes. Thanks to its light It is easy to handle and usually does not require a block and a gear to install and remove. SANITARY PLASTIC PIPE INSTALLATION - DOUBLE PIPEWell Seal1 Drive Pipe NOTE: Use ptFE tube tape to lay sealant on all men's threads on 1-1/4 Sucio tube plastic pipes and fittings to prevent air leakage in suction pipes. 1. Inspect the ejection to make sure the nozzle and ventry holes are clean and clear.r) 2. Examine the pipe for any other issues or obstacles.
IMPORTANT: Make sure that no foreign matter enters the pipe holes when the pump is installed. Assembling ejector 3. Make sure the foot valve is free: attach to the ejection with a close nipple. Use the tape tape sealant tube PTFE on the male threads. Foot valve and Strainer 4. Set the nozzle and vent in a deep ejection well. 5. Using PTFE pipe thread sealant tape on male strands, install a special B-OVER WELL INSTALLATION STEEL PIPE SHOWN plastic pipe adapter (comes with an ejection) by screwing the adapter into a 474 0194
1-1/4 hole in the ejector case (see figure 1). 6. Thread 1 plastic pipe adapter in 1 knocked hole into catapulting bodyFigure 2: Above the well installation (see figure 1). Installing 5Pump water level 7. Install enough plastic pipes in the enclosure well to put the ejection on the propermounted with the depth of the pump. (Ask your well driller for this information.) On Casing runningAdapter IMPORTANT: As a guide, the ejection should be installed at least 10 to 20 feet 10 to 20 feet below the lowest water level with the pump running if possible, but
always atCasing the adapter at least five feet from the bottom is good. (Use a pad 5 feet 8. Tighten all hose clamps securely on a plastic pipe. Use two perbetween adapter clamps or moreand pump flange) joint to prevent air leakage in the suction pipe. The clamp screws should be on 2357d 0797 opposite sides of the pipe. Fill the pipes with water to make sure the feet of the Well Casing valve and the joints do not leak. serves as 9. Set the sanitary seal well on top of the hull well; Use a steel nipple through Drive Pipe well to print, as shown
in Figure 2. IMPORTANT: Align the detection of manholes on the flank of the adapter and pump base so that the discharge of the suction pump is aligned with the pipelines. Pipe 10. Place 1 (1-1/4) nipple to one side of the adapter flank. Slide without threading the connection down the drive pipe out well. Thread the adapter flank on the Venturi suction pipe out well and level the nipple and drive the pipe. 11. Slide without carving the compound and providing the nipple to drive the pipe. Nozzle 12. Remove paper support from the adhesive
pads. Apply the pad to the Ejector flange adapter, that the holes are lining up. Cup 13. Aligning locales at the base of the pump with manholes on the adapter flank; attach the leather pump to the flank with the screw lid provided. 14. See The size of the discharge pipe to obtain information about the correct dischargeFigura 3 size pipe. SINGLE PIPE EJECTOR INSTALLATION Single pipe installations require (see figure 3): a. a. Steel Pipe b. Leather packer-like pusher with built-in leg valve c. Rotated joints (comes with a packer type pusher)
d. Well the body adapter. 1. Connect the pusher to the first length of the pipe. Use the tubular joint compound sparingly on male threads. Consult Table II for the correct venturi and nozzle. 2. Lower pipe in the case. To increase the flow of water, use special rotated joints (including a packet of 2-day pipe pusher). Use the tube connection sparingly on male connections streams. NOTE: Fill the pipe with water as each length is added to make sure that the foot valve and joints do not leak. 3. Add the length of the pipe until the ejection reaches
the proper depth. (Your well driller must provide this information.) IMPORTANT: As a guide, the ejection should be set at least 10 to 20 feet below the lowest water level with the pump running if possible, but always at least 5 feet above the bottom is good. 4. To fit the cup seals correctly, after the pusher is properly positioned, move the assembly slightly up and down. The water pressure in the enclosure will then soak the seal cup. They should be sealed within 2-3 hours of installation. 5. With the pusher kit, set the adapter's body well. Align
the detection hatches and tighten the adapter to form a seal with a well enclosure. Installation 6 Standard Tank DISCHARGE PIPE SIES Air Volume Pressure 1. As the discharge pipe is larger, place the reducer in the pump reset port. The control regulator does not increase the size of the pipe in stages. (AVC) I'm not AVK 2. When the pump is installed away from water points, the size of the discharge port discharge pipe should be increased to reduce the pressure loss caused by the friction of the Relief Valve. AVC Tubing - up to 100 feet
of mileage: the same size as the pump reset port. 100 feet to 300 feet run: Increase one-size-old pipe. Well print 300 feet to 600 feet run: Increase two-size pipes. Figure 4: The Standard Tank2355b 0697 PRESSURE TANK INSTALLATION - DEEP WELL Pressure Tank provides a pressure water tank and supports an air pressure cushion to prevent the pipe from hammering and possible damage to plumbing components. When water is pulled through home fixtures, the pressure in the tank is reduced and the pressure switch triggers the
pump. Pre-charged Standard TANK CONNECTION Pressure Tank When using a standard tank, air volume control (AVC) adds air to 40 60 tank when needed. See Figure 4 for a typical standard tank setup. 20 80 To connect the AVC to the pump, thread 1/8 compression installation in the tapped hole on the front of the pump. Tube up to length to reach AVC; Collect 100 to install at the pump and AVC on the tank. See the installation instructions provided by the tank and the AVC. PreCHARGED TANK CONNECTION1 Discharge when using
a charged tank, no AVC is required. See Figure 5 for a typical pre-installation of a tank. The pre-charged tank contains the Relief Valve plant provided it is an air charge. Charge. Your pump pressure switch is set to range 20-40 PSI andFigure 5: A pump with a pre-charged Tank2358b 0697 requires a pre-charging 28 PSI tank for proper operation (see figure 6). See the tank owner's guide. An annual inspection of the tank's charge is recommended. 10 20 30 Check the pressure with the Tire Gauge 1054 0697Figure 6: Check the Tank Pre-
chargeElectrical 7 Disable power before working on the pump, engine, pressure switch, or wiring. Engine Switch Settings: 1/2 HP engines are connected only to 115 volts, and do not have engine wiring to change. Your motor terminal board (located under the engine end lid) should look like one of those below. If the engine can run at 115 or 230 volts, it is installed at the factory up to 230 volts. Do not change the wiring if the line voltage is 230 volts, or if you have one voltage engine. Never wire a 115 volt engine on a 230 volt line. Plug Type
Voltage Selector Dial Voltage Power Power Supply Connections Voltage Change Pressure Switch Switch Wire ConnectionFigure 7: Voltage set to 230 volts, Plug Type Figure 9: Voltage is set at 230 volts, Dial TypeVoltage is set at 230 volts. To change up to 115 volts: The voltage of the plant is set at 230 volts. To change to 115 volts:1. Make sure the power is off. 1. Make sure the power is off.2. Pull out the tab voltage connector. 2. Turn the counterclockwise dial to 115 shows in3. Move the voltage change connector to 115 volts in the dial
window, as shown in Figure 10. Position. The fork will now cover 2 metal tabs and the arrow on the plug will line up with the 115V arrow on the label (see figure 8). Figure 8: Voltage set to 115 volts, Plug Type Figure 10: Tension set to 115 volts, Dial Type4. Attach the incoming power leading to two external 3. Attach the incoming power leading to two external screws on the pressure switch, as shown in Figure 7. screws on the pressure switch, as shown in Figure 9.5. Attach the ground wire to one of ground 4. Attach a ground wire to ground
connections, shown in Figure 7. as shown in figure 9.6. If there are other wires, they should be limited. 5. If there are other wires, they should be limited.7. Reinstall the end cover of the engine. 6. Reinstall the end cover of the engine. Electric 8 Dangerous voltage. Can shock, burn or kill. Connect the ground wire before plugging in the power wires. Use the size of the wire (including the ground wire) specified in the wiring scheme. If possible, connect the pump to a separate chain branch without other appliances on it. Do not land to the gas
supply line. WIRING CONNECTIONS Incorrect voltage can cause a fire or seriously damage the engine and void the warranty. The power of supply should be within ±10% of the voltage of the motor plate. NOTE: The two-volt plant engines are wired at 230 volts. If necessary, connect the engine at 115 volts, as shown in the video. Don't change the wiring in voltage engines. Install, land, wire, and maintain your pump in accordance with the National Electric Code (NEC) or the Canadian Electric Code (CEC), as needed, and with all local
codes and regulations that apply. Consult your local building inspector for code information. Connection procedure: 1. Connect the ground wire first, as shown in Figure 7. The ground wire should be a solid copper wire, at least as large as a power wire. 2. There should be a solid metal link between the pressure switch and the engine to protect against engine grounding. If the pressure switch is not connected to the motor, connect the green ground screw in the switch to the green dirt screw under the lid of the motor end. Use a hard copper
wire, at least as large as a power wire. 3. Connect the ground wire to the grounded lead in the service panel, to the metal underground water pipe, to the metal hull at least ten feet (3 M) long or to a ground electrode provided by an energy supply or hydro-study. 4. Connect the power wires to the pressure switch, as shown in Figure 7. Wiring Chart – Recommended Wire and Fuse Sizes DISTANCE IN FEET(METERS) FROM MOTOR TO SUPPLY 0 - 100 101 - 200 201 - 300 301 - 400 401 - 500 (123 - 152) Max. Load Branch Fuse* (0 - 30)
(31 - 61) (62 - 91) (92 - 122) Motor HP Volts Amp Rating Amp AWG WIRE SIZE (mm2) 1/2 115/230 12.4/6.2 15/15 12/14 (3/2) 10/14 (5.5/2) 8/14 (8.4/2) 6/12 (14/3) 6/12 (14/3) 3/4 115/230 14.8/7.4 20/15 12/14 (3/2) 8/14 (8.4/2) 6/14 (14/2) 6/12 (14/3) 4/10 (21/5.5) 1 115/230 19.2/9.6 25/15 10/14 (5.5/2) 8/14 (8.4/2) 6/12 (14/3) 4/10 (21/5.5) 4/10 (21/5.5)* Time delay fuse or circuit breakers are recommended in any motor circuit. Operation 9 40 60 PRIMING PUMP 20 80 NEVER run the pump dry. Running a pump without water can cause
the pump to overheat, damage the seal and possibly burn people working with the pump. Fill the pump with water before starting. Figure 11: Close regulator 2361a 0697 NEVER run the pump against a closed harge disk to do so canFigure 12: Fill the pump 2360a 0697 to boil water inside the pump, causing dangerous pressure in the unit and possibly scalding the face handling pump. NOTE: Open water system faucets in front of the pump primer for the first time. 1. Remove the pressure sensor. a. Close the valve of the regulator (turn
clockwise - see Figure 11). B. Fill the pump and suction pipe with water (Figure 12). C. Replace the pressure sensor using the PTFE tube sealant tape tape on the thread; tighten the sensor. IMPORTANT: If a primer tee and fork were provided for a long horizontal run, be sure to fill the suction pipe across this tee and replace (Don't forget to use PTFE pipe thread sealant tape on the fork.) 2. Start pump (Figure 13): Pressure should build quickly to 50 pounds per square inch or more, like the release and pump prime. IF NO PRESS OR NO
WATER, REPEAT STEPS In No 1 (above) two or three times to remove remove air from suction pipes. 3. If after priming the pump several times, no water is pumped, check the following: a. The suction pipe in the water and has no leaks. NOTE: Air can flow even where water does not leak. Make sure all the joints are tight. B. The control valve, control valve or foot valve are installed and work properly. C. The pump tries to raise the water more than the nominal lift for the deep release of the well used (including compensation for horizontal
displacement). See the specifications catalog. D. Make sure the pump is not a gateway. In offsets, the pump suction port should be the highest point in the suction pipe; there should be no sagging in the suction tube (run it straight and at a slight angle up from well head to pump). ON OFF 1060 0697Figure 13: Start pumpOperation / Maintenance 10 40 60 4. Once the block is primed and the pressure has stabilized, slowly open (turn 20 80 counterclockwise - Figure 15) the valve of the regulator until the pressure fluctuates (the pressure of
the needle sensor flogs; the pump can become noisy - see Figure 100 16). At this point, close (turn clockwise) the valve of the regulator a little until the pressure stabilizes. This option provides the maximum flow (Figure 17). 1030a 0697 5. The pump could draw far enough down for now to lose its premier. Figure 14: Adjust the regulator If so, close the regulator valve until the pressure is stable throughout the pumping cycle (see figures 12, 13, 14). Close the taps and give the pump tank pressure and turn off. 40 60 6. Check the system,
opening and closing the taps in the system one by one. 20 80 With the taps open, the pressure will drop until the pump starts; With the taps closed, the pressure will build until the pump shuts down. 100 7. There are conditions of deep operation when the valve of the regulator 2871 0697 can be fully opened without any pressure failures. In this case, the pump works with an open valve of the regulator. Figure 15: Valve MAINTENANCE 40 60 20 80 Dangerous Voltage! Can shock, burn or cause death. Turn off power before working at the
pump or engine. 100 If the engine is replaced, replace the shaft seal. Keep one handy for future use. Be sure to prime the pump before you start. IMPORTANT: Check the engine label for instructions on lubrication. The mechanical seal of the shaft in the pump is smeared with water and self-regulating. IMPORTANT: Drain the pump when disconnected from service or when it can freeze. WINTERIZ (Figure 18) 1. Pre-charge tank: a. Remove the drainage fork on the pump case and disable the pressure switch tube in the regulator. B. Remove
the pressure sensor for the vent pump; drain the pressure tank and all to a point below the frost line. C. Drain any pipes that may be cut off from the system drain due to the inspection of valves in the pipe, etc. 2. Standard tank: a. Follow steps 1a, b, c under Winterizing, above. B. Turn off the Air Volume Control (AVC) pipes and turn the AVC 180 degrees counterclockwise. Any water in the AVC is then drained back into the tank (see figure 18). 2872 0697 Standard TankFigure 16: 16: For Pressure Gauge Turn AVCto Flutter 180 CCW 40 60
Disable 20 80 AVC Pipe 100 40 60 20 80 100 Delete Gauge 2873 0697 Figure 18 Remove Off Drain Plug PressureFigure 17: Close valve controller until TubePressure switch stabilizes 1065 0697Maintenance 11 LL22 DisAssembly BB Seal consists mainly of two parts: rotating penis and floating seat AA. L1L1 Polished and splashed faces seal easily damaged 174 0697. Read the instructions and treat the seal with caution. 1. Make sure the switch is off. To avoid electric 2. Remove the wiring from the pump. Shock Hazard, use 3. Remove
the piping discharge for the pump. Isolated pen 4. Remove the screw cover holding the base of the volute to the pump adapter. Pipelines to screwdrivers to short terminal capacitors should also not be disrupted. Lift the pump engine and the adapter assembly off, as shown. basic volute. 5. Demolition of the pump: Remove the canopy, and by holding the centrifugalFigure 19: Hold the shaft to unscrew the switch with the wrench, the impeller can be unscrewed from the Pump Impeller shaft, exposing the seal (Figure 19). The engine shaft has
the threads of the right hand. Figure 20 1067b 0697 Removal of old print 1. After unsalting the impeller, carefully remove the rotating part of the seal by peeping behind the sealing washer with two screwdrivers (Figure 20). 2. Pry lose the floating seat by applying a screwdriver between the seat and cavity in the mold. Remove the rubber seat ring. Clean the cavity from which the seal has been removed and clean the engine shaft. INSTALLATION OF THE NEW SEAL 1. Clean polished surface of the floating seat with a clean cloth. 2. Wet O-
ring in a ceramic seat with soap solution. 3. Push the seat into the cavity firmly and straight, with finger pressure (Figure 21). If the seat is not found properly, place the cardboard washer over the polished face of the seat and use a piece of 3/4 of the standard pipe for pressing purposes. 4. Recycle the cardboard washer and again make sure that the polished surface of the seat is free of dirt or inordous particles and has not been scratched or damaged by the insert. Installing an adapter on the engine; Make sure the regulator lines up with the
pressure switch. 5. Examine the shaft to make sure it is clean. Clean the face of a sealing washer with a clean cloth. 6. Apply soap solution on the inner diameter and outside of the rubber ring drive. Assembling a seal sliding onto the shaft (sealing the face first) until the rubber ring disc slides over the shoulder shaft (see figure 22, page 12). 7. Screw the impeller on the shaft until the impeller hub hits the shaft of the shoulder. This will automatically detect the seal in place and move the sealing washer face up to the floating seat (Figure 23,
page 12). 8. Collect The pump is in the order of disassembly. Figure 21: Press in Sea28l74 0697Maintenance 12Be Caution that ... Doesn't damage HOW TO WORK WITH GASEOUS WELLMOTOR Shoulder Shaft... Seal face In some areas well water contains gases that should be allowed to escape Ceremonial carbon before water water Использовать. Для доставки без газа вода приостанавливает трубу, закрытую лицом внизу и открывают вверху, так что она окружает вход всасывающей трубы. (См. рисунок 23). Так как газы
поднимаются в корпусе хорошо, waterFigure 22: Защитите уплотнения лица 1072 0697 всасывается вниз через трубу и в всасывающий насос свободен от газа. Этот тип хорошо должны быть вентилируемые снаружи любого корпуса. AIR CONTROL IN FLOWING WELLS Flowing скважины или скважины практически без просадки могут создать особую проблему в управлении воздушным движением в работе стандартной танковой системы. В таких случаях предварительно заряженный танк (который не
нуждается в контроле воздуха) по-настоящему мишень. Газы поднимаются на поверхность Ejector Труба ремень или проволоки, чтобы держать трубу рукав Хвост трубы Труба рукав трубы крышка 23: Газ / Управление воздухом в Ну 2876 0697Повтор Части 13 1 89 10 2 115 3 12 4 13 14 6 7 2365 0396 REPAIR PARTS LIST Ref. Модель No. Description J212-19e QTY. 1 Adjusting Screw, 1/4x20x3/4 U30-537ZP 1 2 Spring Follower 3 Diaphragm J24-7 1 4 Valve Guide 5 Diaphragm and Valve Guide Assembly J20-5 1 6
Valve Seat Only 7 Regulator Body with Valve Seat J42-4 1 8 1/2x1/8 NPT Reducer Bushing 9 Pressure Gauge** J120-14 1 10 Adjusting Screw 11 10-32x1/2 Machine Screws J66-15 1 12 Regular Bonnet 13 Spring Button J112-8E 1 14 Spring * 1 U239-3 1 J28D 1 * 6 J52-5ZZ 1 J48 1 J24-9 (*) Standard hardware item, available locally. (**) Давление Gauge продается отдельно, не входит в J212-19E, см. Страница 14.Repair Части 14 14 13 12 15 15 11 16 20 3 10 19 18 4 9 8 7 5 2875 0697 REPAIR PARTS LIST Модель И
HORSEPOWER REF SSJCD SSJE No. Description 1/2 HP 3/4 HP 1 HP QTY. 1 Motor Canopy J18-59 J18-59 J18-59 1 2 Motor A200CH A200DH A200EH 1 3 Adapter L2-8B L2-8B L2-8B 1 4 3/8-16x1 Capscrews U30-74ZP U30-74ZP U30-74ZP 2 5 Shaft seal U109-6A U109-6A U109-6A 1 6 1/4 NPT Barbed Elbow U111-212T U111-212T U111-212T 1 7 Pressure Regulator (See Page 13) J212-19E J212-19E J212-19E 1 7A Pressure Gauge U239-3 U239-3 U239-3 1 8 5/16-18x5/8 Capscrews U30-58ZP U30-58ZP U30-58ZP 6 9 1 NPTx2
Nipple U37-55GPT U37-55GPT U37-55GPT 1 10 Tube U37-672P U37-672P U37-672P 1 11 1/4 NPT Barbed Fitting U111-211T U111-211T U111-211T 1 12 Pressure Switch U217-1215 U217-1215 U217-1215 1 13 1/2 Locknut U36-112ZP U36-112ZP U36-112ZP 1 14 Connector J43-13C J43-13C J43-13C 1 15 Impeller J105-42P J105-8PN J105-22P 1 16 Wear Ring J8 J8A J8A 1 17 Gasket J20-9 J20-9 J20-9 1 18 Volute with Wear Ring J101-35B J101-35 J101-35 1 19 1/4 NPT Pipe Plug U78-941ZPV U78-941ZPV U78-941ZPV 1 20
Base Volute Assembly (Includes Ключевые No 8, 16, 17, 18, 19) J201-35 J201-35 J201-35 1Troubleshooting 15 SYMPTOM POSSIBLE CAUSE (S) CORRECTIVE ACTION Отключение выключатель выключен Убедитесь, что выключатель включается. Двигатель не будет запускать предохранитель взорван или выключатель споткнулся Заменить or reset the switch. The starter switch is defective TO DISCONNECT POWER; Replace Replace Switch. The wires at the engine are free, check the wiring instructions (Pages 7 and
8). POWER OUTAGE disconnected, or wired incorrectly to check and tighten all transactions. Condenser voltage can be dangerous. To unload the capacitor, hold the insulated handle of the BY THE HANDLE screwdriver and the short capacitor terminals together. Do not touch the metal screwdrivers of the blade or condenser terminals. If in doubt, contact a qualified electrician. Pressure switch contacts are dirty DISCONNECT POWER and file contacts with an emery dos or nail file. The engine runs hot and the motor wired incorrectly refer
to the instructions for wiring. Overload starts Stress too low Check with energy comcoma. Set a heavier wiring if the wire size is too small (see Wiring/Wiring Chart). Pump cycles too often See the section below on too frequent cycling. The engine works, but no pump in the new installation made in the new installation: the water delivered does not pick up the prime through: 1. Wrong primer 1. Re-prime according to the instructions. 2. Air Leaks 2. Check all the compounds on the suction line, AVC and ejection with soapy water or shaving
cream. In (Notice: Stop 3. Leak the leg valve or check the valve 3. Replace the valve of the foot or check the valve. p ump; then check the pump lost prime through: The installation is already used: p rime before looking- I ng for other reasons. 1. Air Leaks 1. Check all the joints on the suction line and the shaft seal. U nscrew primer 2. The water level below the suction pipe is entry 2. Bottom line suction into the water and re-prime. If the water level recedes IP sluing and see if the water is a primer hole). The foot valve or strainer plugged in
well exceeds 25' (7.6M), a deep pump is well needed. The ejector or impeller is connected by a clean leg valve or strainer. Check the valve or the valve of the foot stuck closed by a clean ejection or impeller. Replace the control valve or foot valve. Pipes are frozen thaw pipes. Take the pipes below the frost line. Heat pit or pump house. The foot valve and/or strainer lifts the foot valve and/or the strainer over the bottom of the water source. buried in the sand or mud Clean leg valve and strainer. The water level is too low for a shallow well
deep jet pack well may require (more than 25 feet to water) installation to deliver water to deliver water. The pump does not have the water level in a well lower than the new jet and the venturi combination may be required. Water delivery at full capacity Steel pipelines (if used) are corroded or replaced by a plastic pipe where possible, otherwise with a new steel pipe. limed, causing excessive friction Piping is too small in size large pipelines. Packed well dot backflush well to point or sink a new point. The pump supplies water, but the
pressure switch is out of regulation or DISCONNECT POWER; adjust or replace the pressure switch. Don't turn off or contacts welded together pump cycles too faucets have been left open to close faucets. often Venturi, nozzle or impeller is clogged with Pure Venturi, nozzle or impeller. Drain the tank to the air Port. Check the AVC for defects. Check the Standard Pressure tank swamped all compounds for air leakage. and has no air bag check connections. Replace the foot valve. The pipes leak DISCONNECT POWER and open faucets
until all pressure is released. Using a tyre pressure sensor, check the air pressure in the tank on the stem valve valve of the leg leak located on the tank. If a less pressure-than-pressure switch is cut in the setting (20-40 PSI), pump air into the tank from an external source until the air pressure 2 PSI Air charge too low in a pre-charged tank is smaller than the cut-in switch. Check the air valve for leaks (use soap solution) and replace the core if necessary. Air jerks from the pump taps gaining prime When the pump is picked up prime, it must
pump solid water without air. Leak in the suction side of the pump sucking pipe sucking air. Check the joints for leaks with soapy water. Well gaseous Plant Consult is about installing sleeves in well intermittent pumping well. The lower foot valve, if possible, would otherwise limit the pump discharge (water is drawn down below the foot valve.) valve.) pentair sta rite well pump manual. sta-rite shallow well pump manual
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